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ABSTRACT
A three-step numerical procedure has been developed, which facil-
itates the conversion of NDP energy spectra into lithium concen-
tration depth profiles for thin-film Li-ion batteries. The procedure
is based on Monte Carlo modeling of the energy loss of charged
particles (ions) in the solid media, using the publically available
SRIM/TRIM software. For the energy-to-depth conversion, thebattery
stack has been split into finite volume elements. Each finite vol-
ume element becomes a source of ions according to the employed
nuclear reaction. Ions loos energy when they move across the bat-
tery stack towards the detector. The as-obtained simulated spectra
have been comparedwith the experimentallymeasured spectra. The
thicknesses of the battery stack layers were estimated byminimizing
the deviation between the simulated and measured spectra. Subse-
quently, a relation between the average energy of detected ions and
the depth of the corresponding finite volume element, yielding a cal-
ibration function,was used to relate that particular part of the spectra
with the depth of its source. At the final stage, a Bayesian estimator
was used to find the distribution of lithium at a particular depth. The
developedprocedurewas applied to a practically relevant case study
of Si immobilization in the LPO electrolyte of all-solid-state thin-film
batteries. It is shown that the lithium immobilization process in the
LPO electrolyte is responsible for the battery degradation process.
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1. Introduction

In recent years our society more and more use renewable electricity. Wind, solar and
hydropower slowly but steadily replace fossil fuels (1,2). However many renewable energy
sources also suffer from irregularity in supply, which unavoidably demands electricity stor-
age in various forms. Li-ion batteries (LIB) quickly become the workhorse of numerous
portable, mobile, and stationary storage appliances. Such devices have high energy den-
sity, low self-discharge, and reasonably long service life. However, they are sensitive to
extremely low and high temperatures andmay burn or even explode in over(dis)charge sit-
uations. One of the perspective ways to improve the safety of Li-ion batteries is to replace
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the inflammable liquid electrolyte by a solid-state ceramic, leading to all-solid-state batter-
ies. Nowadays all-solid-state Li-ion batteries with Si anode are quickly gaining popularity as
a prospective research topic. The basic electrochemical charge transfer reactions of such a
solid-state battery, using LiCoO2 as cathode and Si as anode, can be represented by

LiCoO2

charge−−−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−−−
discharge

Li1−xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe−, (1)

Si+ yLi+ + ye−
charge−−−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−−−
discharge

LiySi, (2)

where LiCoO2 can be reversibly cycled down to x = 0.47–0.5 and Si up to y = 3.75.
The performance of all-solid-state batteries with Si anode has been investigated by a

number of in situ characterization methods (3), each having their own advantages and
limitations. A neutron depth profiling (NDP) is a well-known method developed in the
early 70s, to measure the depth distribution of various elements (4–8). Recently NDP had
been applied to the determination of lithium concentration gradients in electrochromic
devices, (9–11) thin-film battery electrodes and electrolytes (12). Applying NDP to LIB is
based on the reaction of thermal neutrons with 6Li. Low-energy (about 25meV) neutrons
interactwith nuclei of 6Li isotope causing the formation ofα-particles (4He) and tritons (3H),
according to

n+ 6Li→ 4He+ 3H. (3)

When locally generated, both 4He and 3H particles have well-defined energies of 2055 and
2727 keV, respectively (13–15). However, whilemoving through the various batterymateri-
als the 4He and 3H particles will lose some energy. The energy of the outgoing particles can
be estimated by detectors. A mathematical relationship between the particles formation
depth and energy loss can be established, allowing to in situ determine lithium concentra-
tion profiles. Depth profiles estimated by the NDP method are essential for understanding
processes, occurring in layers of battery stacks (16,17).

2. Basics of energy loss theory

Equation 3 describes the formation of two types of charged particles (ions), the alpha parti-
cles (4He) and tritons (3H)with an initial energy of 2.055 and 2.727MeV, respectively. On the
way to the sample surface, the charged particles are losing energy proportional to the dis-
tance of their pathways in the solidmaterials. The resulting energy spectra of both particles
can be measured for further analysis.

Figure 1 presents several important characteristics of the energy loss of charged parti-
cles for a range of materials used in the production of thin-film batteries (simulations done
by SRIM (18)). Figure 1(a and b) illustrate the dependence of the energy of an alpha parti-
cle and tritons on its pathway (penetration depth). In general, the longer the pathway the
more energy (E) is lost by both particles. The stopping power (S [MeV/µm]) is defined as the
derivative of the energy (loss) with respect to traveling distance (x) in the given material,
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Figure 1. Relation between the energy of an ion and the traveled distance inside various batterymateri-
als for alpha (a) and triton particles (b). Electronic (solid lines) and nuclear (dashed lines) contributions of
the stoppingpower forα-particles and tritons in variousmaterials (c) and (d), accordingly. Corresponding
Bragg curves of alpha particles (e) and tritons (f ).

according to

S = −dE
dx

. (4)

According to the original work of Bohr (19,20) the stopping power of the charged particle in
the solid media is composed of two terms. The first term is caused by the interaction of the
incoming ions with the electronic clouds of the material atoms. This component is domi-
nant for the battery materials under consideration and ion energies relevant to this paper.
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The second component is attributed to interactions of the ions with the nuclei of themate-
rials. From Figure 1(c and d) it can be concluded that this contribution is much smaller and
can be neglected in computational simulations. Figure 1(c and d) also shows the signifi-
cant difference in magnitudes between the electronic (solid curves) and nuclear (dashed
curve) stopping power for alpha particles and tritons in the same materials as in Figure 1(a
and b). Obviously, the stopping power strongly depends on the energy and, therefore, on
the traveling distance. Figure 1(e and f) show the stopping power of alpha particles and
tritons, accordingly, as a function of the penetration depth for the samematerials as shown
in the previous figures. It can be seen that for each material the stopping power reaches a
maximum, named a Bragg peak, and then quickly declines when the particles slow down
to zero speed. Both stopping power and penetration depth strongly depend on the type of
targetmaterial. FromFigure 1(a, c and e) it can be seen, that for the alpha particles platinum
has the largest stopping power of about 0.8MeV/µm (at the peak) and the smallest maxi-
mal penetration depth of approximately 3.5 µm, while light-weight Li metal combines the
smallest stopping power of 0.1MeV/µm with the largest penetration depth of 23.5 µm. A
general tendency can be observed, thatmaterials containing lighter elements have smaller
stoppingpower and reveal larger penetration depth. FromFigure 1(b, d and f) it can be con-
cluded that a similar tendency also holds for tritons. It also can be observed that lighter and
faster tritons have considerably smaller stopping power, and therefore demonstrate much
larger penetration depth, which can reach up to 133 µm formetallic lithiumand 17.5 µm for
platinum. Sucha strongvariation in stoppingpower for different ions andmaterials requires
a theoretical explanation.

Consider an ion with atomic number Z1 and atomic weight M2 moving with speed v
inside a (target) material with atomic number Z2. The modern theoretical derivation of the
stoppingpower is a refinement and extensionof the original Bohr ideas and canbe found in
works of Bethe (21,22) and Bloch (23,24). A general Bethe-Bloch stopping power expression
has the following form

S = κZ2
γ 2 Z21L(γ ), (5)

where γ = v/c and c is the speed of light. The pre-factor κ follows the expression κ =
4π r20mec2 in which me is the mass of an electron and r0 = e2/(mec2) is the Bohr electron
radius. L(γ ) is called the stopping number, which has been expanded as

L(γ ) = L0(γ )+ Z1L1(γ )+ Z21L2(γ )+ . . . , (6)

anddescribes all corrections forbasic two-particle energy lossprocesses. L0(γ ) corresponds
to the original Fano formulation (25), the second term of the stopping number expansion
L1(γ ) is usually called Barkas correction (also called Z31 correction), and the third term L2(γ )

is called Bloch correction, or Z41 correction. All those terms have an analytical form but are
generally quite complicated. For example, the Fano formulation has been reported as

L0(γ ) = 1
2
ln
(
2mec2γ 2�Emax

1− γ 2

)
− γ 2 − B

Z2
− lnI− δ

2
(7)

where I is the mean ionization energy of the target atom, B/Z2is the shell correction term,
δ/2 is thedensity correctionand�Emax is the largest possible energy loss in a single collision
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with a free electron, given by

�Emax =
(
2mec2γ 2

1− γ 2

)(
1+ 2me

M1
√
1− γ 2

+
[
me

M1

]2)−1
(8)

The shell correction term B/Z2 deals with the assumption that the velocity of the incom-
ing ion is much larger than the velocities of electrons in the target materials. This termmay
contribute up to 10% of overall stopping power and is determined by the electronic struc-
ture of the host material. Various approximations are applied to calculate that term, such
as hydrogenic wave functions, local density approximations or empirical corrections. The
mean ionization energy I accounts for the discrete energy levels of the electrons in the tar-
get substance. As proposed by Fano, the shall correction term and the mean ionization
energy can be treated as a combined term, which has been estimated from the experimen-
tally measured electronic stopping power (26). The density effect δ/2 takes into account
the polarization of the target material, which results in the reduction of the electromag-
netic energy of the incoming ion in comparison with free-space values. Finally, it should
be noted that classical Bethe-Bloch formalism lacks accuracy in the determination of stop-
ping power for low-velocity situations. In that case, the incoming ion may capture target
electron(s), which results in (partial) neutralization of its charge. Northcliff (27) introduced
‘statistical net charge’ correction to the charge of the partially neutralized ion, according to

Z∗1
Z1
= 1− exp

(
− v

v0Z
2/3
1

)
. (9)

where v0 is an electron orbital velocity. Equation 9 is also a simplification and is known
to underestimate this neutralization effect. It is known that in the low energy regions of
100–200 keV the deviation of Bethe-Bloch equation with experimental results can reach
15–25% (28). An exhaustive overview of energy loss theory can be found in (29,30).

3. Finite volume discretization

To model the NDP energy spectra of solid-state batteries, the layered structure of the
battery stack is discretized into Finite Volume Elements (FVE), as schematically shown in
Figure 2. The original battery stack can be seen in Figure 2(a), and comprises of 6 layers of
different composition. Note, that only lithium-containing parts of the stack can generate
ions, therefore only those layers are discretized by FVE as shown in Figure 2(b). Denote
the FVE number as i, which ranges from 1 to N and introduce the molar concentration
[mol cm−3] of Li in the ith FVE, according to

cni = ρ
St(Li)
M

(10)

where ρ is the density of the materials [g cm−3], M is the molar mass of the material
[gmol−1] and St(Li) is the stoichiometric lithium content in the material. For example,
for LiCoO2 with density ρ = 4.9 gmol−1, and M is 98 gmol−1, St(Li) is 1. It is generally
accepted that the fraction of 6Li in natural abundant Li is the same in all materials. The 6Li
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Figure 2. Original battery stack (a). Layout of the finite volume discretization (b).

concentrations (cni ) can therefore be further renormalized, according to

ci =
cni∑N

i=1 cni �w
(11)

where �w is the width of an individual FVE. Consequently,
∑N

i=1 ci�w = 1 and therefore
ci represents the relative weight of a given FVE, and a set of ci represents the normalized
distribution of Li within a complete battery stack.

It is assumed that each FVE emits particles independently of any other FVE. The intensity
of this elementary source is proportional to ci. The energy loss of ions during the passage
across a material is considered to be a random process. This process can be simulated by
the publically available SRIM/TRIM Monte-Carlo program (SRIM-2008.04) (18). For the bat-
tery sample shown in Figure 2(a) a set of 100 independent trajectories of 4He and 3H ions
was simulated by SRIM. It was assumed that a source of the ions is in the deepest FVE, the
leftmost FVE in Figure 2(b).

Figure 3 illustrates the basic functionality of SRIM. Figure 3(a) shows the particle pro-
file view, emitted from one of the inner FVE in the direction towards the outer interface.
One clearly can see a spread in directions of ionic trajectories, which is minimal when just
emitted but quite visible near the right edge of the battery stack. This spread is caused
by the collision of heavy charged ions with atoms of the material. Figure 3(b) illustrates a
radial distribution of the exit points of ions at the surface, assuming a point source in the
corresponding FVE in the depth.

The leftmost FVE in Figure 2(b) will obviously result in particles with the lowest energy
because those particles have to pass the longest distance through the material. The
next FVE will give particles with somewhat larger energies and so on. The rightmost Li-
containing FVE results in particles with the highest energy. Figure 4 shows the simulated
energy distributions from all 200 FVE (a) and from each 8th element (b) to better visual-
ize the shape of energy distributions stemming from the individually selected FVE. It can
be seen that the distance in energy distributions between signals of the individual FVE
depends on the properties of thematerials. Materials with larger stopping power, e.g. black
curves for LiCoO2, generate larger distances between the separate distributions than for
example LPO (blue curves).

The simulations shown in Figure 4(a) presume that all FVE are identical and emit ions
with equal intensity. In fact, the lithium content in FVE depends on the material, according
to Equations 10 and 11. A theoretically expected normalized lithium concentration profile
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Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulated trajectories of 4He and 3H ionsmoving through the entire battery stack
(a). Transverse exit view where the 4He and 3H particles leave the battery stack surface, moving towards
the detector (b).

Figure 4. Simulated energy distribution from 200 FEV elements (a). Spectra selected for each 8th ele-
ment within the solid-state battery under investigation (b). Theoretically expected Li distribution inside
the various thin film battery layers: LiCoO2 (black line), LPO (blue), LiSiPO (red) and Si (cyan) (c).
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Figure 5. Normalized simulated energy distributions from FEV for all elements (a). For clarity reasons
the signals for each 8th element are shown (b) and resulting conversion into the energy spectrum (c).

(Equation 11) is shown in Figure 4(c). When the energy distributions depicted in Figure 4(a
and b) are normalized according to Figure 4(c), the resulting set of distributions are shown
in Figure 5(a and b), illustrating how the total distribution looks like for a test cell. When the
number of FVE increases, the contributions from individual FVE are more continuous and
become less noisy. It is interesting to note that the energy contributions from the layers
withhigh stoppingpower, such as LiCoO2, produces lower averageenergies in the resulting
spectrum because the corresponding part of the spectrum has a larger spread. In contrast,
the layers with low stopping power (e.g. LPO) produce more compact peaks with higher
average energy intensity. To obtain the total energy distribution, the contributions for the
individual FVE must be added up. Figure 5(c) was calculated by summating contributions
from all 200 FVE.

4. Determination of depth profiles

The main concern of the previous section was modeling of the energy distribution in the
NDP experiments. That problem is interesting as it is, but also very important as a prelimi-
nary step in analyzing the lithium concentration profiles. Themeasured profiles are energy
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Figure 6. Comparisonof a theoretical (pink, solid anddash line) andexperimentallymeasured spectrum
of alpha particles (blue) and tritons (cyan).

spectra and conversion into real lithium concentration profiles requires amethod to recon-
struct the lithium concentration at a particular depth on the basis of the energy signal. This
section describes how such a depth profile algorithm can be set up.

The determination of the lithium concentration profiles is a three-step process. In the
first step a set of preliminary estimated parameters of the sample, such as thicknesses of the
layers, are fixed according to the manufacturing process. Then the molar lithium concen-
trations inside each layer are set according to the stoichiometry of the material. After that,
the layer thicknesses are varied to obtain the best agreement between the theoretically
calculated and experimentally observed energy spectra. Such procedure usually results in
a reasonably good agreement with experimentally measured energy spectra as is shown in
Figure 6. The remaining deviations between calculations and experiment can be attributed
to (local) deviations in the lithium concentration and can subsequently be estimated.

The estimation procedure is as follows. Denote a set of normalized concentrations in M
separate FVE as c = (c1, c2, . . . , cM). By definition, c is an M-dimensional vector. Denote the
energy distribution (energy spectrum), i.e. the probability density function of energy, given
the set of normalized lithium concentrations in each FVE as f(e|c) = f(e|c1, . . . , cM). Note
that f(e|c) is a conditional probability density function. Since the signals from separate FVE
are considered to be independent, it follows that

f(e|c1, . . . , cM) =
M∑
j=1

cjf(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0), (12)

where f(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0) is a conditional distribution of the signal from a single jth
FVE (while the stopping power in the rest of the sample keep fixed). In these nota-
tions Figure 4(c) corresponds to normalized concentration c and Figure 4(a) shows
f(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0). Figure 5(a) represents cjf(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0), while Figure 5(c) gives
f(e|c). The distribution of particles at the exit of the battery stack can then be simulated.
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Figure 7. Energy-Depth calibration function.

For example, the spectrum, corresponding to the charged battery state at cycle 100, is pre-
sented in Figure 6. The simulated spectrum (pink line, solid and dash) is compared with the
experimentallymeasured spectra for both the alpha particles (blue) and tritons (cyan), indi-
cating good agreement between the theoretically predicted andmeasured energy profiles.
The final simulated spectrum has been corrected for spectrometer resolution 35 keV, while
the experimentally observed spectrum was subject to background subtraction and sub-
sequent smoothing. One can see good agreement between the measured and simulated
spectra for both types of particles.

Consider a conditional distribution f(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0). An expected value for this condi-
tional distribution is given by

Ēj = ∫ ef(e|0, . . . , cj, . . . , 0)de, (13)

where Ēj represents an average value of the energy of the particles coming from jth FVE.
Define an Energy-Depth calibration function for the thin-film sample, according to

DE(Ēj) = dj , (14)

where dj is the location coordinate for the middle of jth FVE layer. Equation 14 defines
the value of the function in point Ēj equal to dj. Then, for an arbitrary E, function DE(E)
is defined by linear interpolation from the table given by Equation 14. The function DE(E)
for the solid-state battery is shown in Figure 7, considering the alpha particles in the 200th
FVE. Note that Figure 7 is in good qualitative agreement with Figure 1, where LiCoO2 was
shown to have the largest stopping power and therefore produces the smallest slope in
Figure 7.

According to the calibration function, each point in the observed energy spectrum can
be related to certaindepthbyapplyingDE(E). That gives theapproximatedepth fromwhich
this part of the spectrum came from. The second part of the depth profile algorithm is an
estimator of the amount of lithium at that particular depth. Denote f̂(E) of the observed
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Figure 8. Derivative of the calibration function dDE(E)/dE (a). Simulated Li concentration profile com-
pared to the theoretically expected Li distribution, corresponding to Figure 4(c) (b).

NDP spectrum at energy E, i.e. the experimentally measured analog at the left-hand side
of Equation 12. Then the Bayesian estimates (31) for normalized Li concentration at depth
DE(E) iswritten as ĉ(E) = kn(f̂(E)/(dDE(E)/dE)), where thederivativedDE(E)/dE is obtained
by numerical differentiation of the calibration function DE(E), see Figure 7 and normaliza-
tion constant kn is obtained from the condition

∫∞
0 ĉ(E)dE = 1. From Bayesian perspective

f̂(E) represents ‘a data’, while multiplier (kn/(dDE(E)/dE)) is ‘a prior’. A pair of

[
DE(E), kn

f̂(E)
dDE(E)/dE

]
(15)

represents an NDP estimate for normalized lithium concentration in the experimentally
measured sample. A corresponding numeric illustration can be found in Figure 8(b) which
shows a comparison with the known theoretical distribution of lithium given by the three
horizontal lines. For that figure f̂(E)was taken tobe the simulateddistributionof alphaparti-
cles from Figure 5(c). The expected theoretical distributions of lithium in cobalt-oxide, LPO,
LiSiPO, and LiSi are given by the horizontal lines: black, blue, red and cyan, respectively. The
thick pink line represents the estimated lithium concentration as a function of depth, while
the thin black, blue, red and cyan lines give the estimated contributions of cobalt-oxide,
LPO, LiSiPO and LiSi into estimated normalized lithium concentration, respectively. It can
be seen that the analyzed lithium concentration (pink line) serves as a good estimate for
the expected concentrations of lithium in thin-film all-solid-state batteries.

In real experiments, theexact distributionof lithium in the sample is not known, aswell as
the exact thickness of the individual layers. In this case, the NDP estimation algorithm runs
in three steps. Firstly, the initial (guess) distribution of both lithium and layers thicknesses
is estimated by finding the best agreement between the simulated and experimentally
measured spectra (Figure 6). Then on the basis of the SRIM program output, the calibra-
tion function is determined and, finally, the NDP estimator is determined, according to
Equation 15.
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Table 1. Optimized battery parameters as a function of cycle number.

Symbol z α β

Definition
Cumulative fraction of
Si migrated into LPO

Atomic amount of Si
per LPO in LiSiPO

Excess atomic amount
of Li per LPO in LiSiPO

Remark/applicability Growing upon cycling

Growing, reflecting the fact
that LiSiPO becomes more

Si-rich during aging

Growing, reflecting the fact
that more Li is trapped in
LISIPO during aging

1st charge 0.160 0.035 0.35
1st discharge 0.160 0.035 0.35
2nd charge 0.160 0.035 0.35
2nd discharge 0.160 0.035 0.35
10th charge 0.220 0.038 0.38
10th discharge 0.220 0.038 0.38
100th charge 0.260 0.044 0.44
100th discharge 0.260 0.044 0.44
250th charge 0.300 0.048 0.48
250th discharge 0.300 0.048 0.48

5. Application to the aging characterization

The NDP raw data used for the energy into depth profile conversion are based on the
energy profiles, which have been reported in (17). Figure 2(a) describes such a battery at
the charged state after cycling when a LiSiPO interlayer, which has a chemical composition
of Li3+βSiαPO4, has been formed at the anode/electrolyte interface. The following parts can
be identified from left to right: LiCoO2 cathode, LPO electrolyte, LiSiPO interlayer, Si anode,
Cu current collector and packaging coating.

According to the general battery concept, the LiCoO2 cathode is separated from the Si-
based anode by a LPO-type of solid-state electrolyte with the initial chemical composition
of Li3PO4. When Si migrates into the LPO matrix and gets trapped it can immobilize some
additional lithium atoms, according to

Li3PO4 + αSi+ βLi→ Li3+βSiαPO4. (16)

The newly formed interfacial electrolyte with composition Li3+βSiαPO4 can be denoted as
LiSiPO. The Si anode material fraction that migrates into the LPO layer is defined as z. If the
originalmolar amount of Si in the anode is denotedbynSi, themolar amount of Simigrating
into LPO can be represented by nSi:LPO = znSi. It is furthermore assumed that the number
of Li-atoms stored per Si inside the solid-state electrolyte is constant and is determined by
β/α, according to Equation 16. This ratio and other parameters have been determined from
a comparison between theMonte Carlo NDP simulations and the experimentallymeasured
NDP spectra. The as-determined parameter development of a thin film Si-LPO-LiCoO2 bat-
tery during cycling is summarized in Table 1. It indicates that the Si migration into LPO only
occurs in the charging process and the largest loss of Si electrolyte takes place at the first
charging cycle. β/α was found to be up to 10, which is comparable to the compositions
reported before (32,33). Preparing LiSiPO electrolyte according to this composition should
prevent Si migration into the solid electrolyte, and, therefore prevent lithium loss.

On the basis of the above analysis, the energy profiles extensively discussed in (17) have
been converted to depth profiles. The resulting depth profiles as a function of cycle number
are shown in Figure 9(a and b) for the charged and discharged states, respectively. Again
it is clear that lithium becomes immobilized in the solid-state electrolyte. In addition, some
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Figure 9. As-calculated depth profiles of the normalized lithium concentration at the charged (a) and
discharged (b) state in the 1st (violet), 2nd (black), 10th (green), 30th (blue), 100th (cyan) and 250th
(red) cycle for which the signal of the pristine (discharged) battery has been subtracted. Integrated NDP
curves of the discharged battery shown as a function of cycle number (c). The green curve represents
the integrated capacity loss due to lithium immobilization in the solid-state electrolyte Qe(n) and the
black curve shows the integrated lithium residue in the Si anode Qa(n). The open blue symbols show the
summation of the integrated signals of the electrolyte and Si anode, which agrees very well with the red
curve, representing the integrated capacity reduction of the cathode Qc(n). Capacity fade of complete
battery (d).

lithium stays behind in the anode and is therefore no longer available to fully discharge the
cathode, but this is mainly related to kinetic limitations as NDPmeasurements confirm that
most of the lithium residue can indeed be further extracted from the Si anode after CCCV
discharging (compare theviolet and redcurve in Figure9(a)). Strikingly, the Li-accumulation
layer in the solid-state electrolyte is still present in thedischarged state and is growingupon
cycling.

Quantification of these degradation processes can be achieved by the integration of the
depth profiles-signal changes in the fully discharged battery states of Figure 9(b) for the
three individual electrode/electrolyte regions. The integrated, immobilized charge in the
solid-state electrolyte Qe(n), the anode Qa(n), and the cathode Qc(n) is a function of cycle
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number (n) and can be represented by

Qi(n) = Ai(n)

Ac(1)
Qc(1), (17)

where subindex i can be e, a and c accordingly. The integrated peak areas of the electrolyte
Ae(n), anode Aa(n) and cathode Ac(n) in the discharged battery state during cycling are
related to the integrated cathode peak area in the charged battery state in the first cycle
Ac(1) and the electrochemical charge introduced during the first chargingQc(1). The results
for the electrolyte and the Si electrode are shown by the red and black curve in Figure 9(c),
respectively. The amount of immobilized lithium in the electrolyte region is increasing
(green curve). The amount of lithium staying behind in the Si electrode is more or less con-
stant upon cycling (black curve). As this feature has a kinetic origin it is, formally speaking,
not related to a battery aging process. The summation of these two lines is represented
by the open symbols in Figure 9(c) and represents the total loss of lithium upon cycling.
The total battery capacity loss Qc(n), obtained by integration of cathode peak area, is also
shown in Figure 9(c) (red curve) and the result matches very well with the summation of
the two Li-ion loss sources (open blue symbols). The as-determined integrated NDP capac-
ity losses also match very well with the storage capacity decay curve, shown in the inset of
Figure 9(d), implying fast degradation during the initial 30 cycles followed by a more slow
degradation process at higher cycle numbers.

Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that the presentedMonte Carlomodel in combinationwith avail-
able SRIM/TRIM software can be employed to successfully convert NDP energy profiles to
lithium concentration depth profiles. In the SRIM/TRIM Monte Carlo calculations, the stop-
ping power of the generated particles in NDP is mainly based on the interactions with
the electronic clouds rather than with the nuclei of the material atoms. For the energy-
to-depth conversion, the full battery has been discretized into finite volume elements to
simulate a source of alpha particles and tritons. The simulated spectra have been compared
with the experimentallymeasured spectra. Optimal thicknesses of battery stack layerswere
obtained by minimizing the discrepancy between the simulated and measured spectra.
The relation between the average energy of alpha particles emitted by particular FVE and
the depth of the corresponding FVE was used to relate the particular energy of the spec-
trumwith the depth where the emitting source is located. Finally, a Bayesian estimator was
applied to calculate the distribution of lithium at a particular depth.

The developed depth profile estimation method was applied to simulate a reference
spectrum of a battery stack of known materials and thicknesses. It was found that the
method can reveal the known lithium distribution with a good degree of accuracy. Sub-
sequently, the depth profile estimationmethodwas applied to experimental data reported
in (17). It is shown that the process of lithium accumulation in the LPO electrolyte can be
elegantly unraveled and was shown to be the origin of the aging of all-solid-state thin-
film Li-ion batteries. The so-called difference depth profiles have been used to quantify
the degree of lithium immobilization in the electrolyte, which matches very well with the
measured electrochemical results.
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